Further Exploration
Additional Activities & Projects
For Lower Elementary (K-2)

Writing
What are the three steps you should follow if you find a wild animal that needs help?

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

Math
Another way to help wild animals is to reduce, reuse and recycle! Trees can be very important habitat for wild animals and they also put oxygen into the air which allows all living animals to breathe. If a family reduces their trash, they save 7 trees each year. If a family reuses items, they save 7 trees each year. If a family recycles, they save 7 trees each year. How many trees does a family save in a year if they reduce, reuse and recycle?

____ trees by reducing + ____ trees through reusing + ____ trees by recycling = ____ total trees saved
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Science

What questions do you still have about wild animals? Follow the steps below to keep learning!

What are your questions?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

With a trusted adult, research these questions to try and find the answers. What did you learn?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Have a question that still needs to be answered? Ask a trusted adult to help you email us at education@paws.org and we may be able to help find an answer!
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Coloring Page

- Elephant
- Bird
- Koala
- Crab
- Otter
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